
Witnessed Characteristics:  

how they looked and what they did 

 

(the numbers refer to the specific sightings’  

"illustration details" and ”full written reports”) 
 

how the witnessed UFOs looked 

 

their simplest shapes  

 

   like a bright, standing star, which then flies off (# 7)  

   flying soft white somewhat-elliptical circle larger than a star (# 3, 16) 

   small grey or black somewhat-elliptical circular center with a surrounding soft  

      white somewhat-elliptical circular field or disk, flying (# 2 part 1, 5, 10) 

   a white arc of its opposite side bordering the somewhat-elliptical circular   

      object (# 2, 5) 

 

   bright white triangle with rounded corners (# 6) 

   twinkling bright white standing oval (# 14) 

   hamburger-bun shape, red on both top and bottom halves (# 12) 

   1-second boomerang-shaped soft-white energy drone (# 13 part 3) 

   associated series of large consecutively flashing energy stars (# 1, 9, 15) 

 

abrupt changes in visibility  

 

   lit up/materialized while standing still (# 6, 8) 

   lit up/materialized while in flight (# 2 part 2) 

   suddenly disappeared/dematerialized in mid-flight (# 6, 8) 

   half visible and half transparent or missing (# 8)     

 

their colors, when uniform  

 

   a unique and easily recognizable fuzzy-textured, soft warm white (# 2 part 1,  

      5, 8, 10, 13 part 3, 16, 17) 

   bright white (# 6, 13 part 4, 14) 

   small red circle (# 11, 13 part 1 + 2) 

   shiny red (# 13 part 4) 

   reddish orange (# 12, 14) 

   warm light orange (# 9, 14) 

   yellowish orangish (# 14) 

 

their changing sectional shapes, changing colors, and varying streams of light 



    

   red or white round-ended cylindrical section on top, white or red base is   

      triangular with acute-angled or rounded corners, both can shine or  

      beam strong white or red light (# 11 a + b, 12, 13 part 1 + 4, 14) 

   red cylindrical top, white base formed as an upper-semi-circle, thin stream of  

      light from an opening in the base's right and left sides (# 12)  

   cylindrical top and two slanted-outwards legs as the base, red or  

      pulsating-white, also light from an opening in the base's right and left sides  

      (# 13 part 1) 

   red or white cylindrical top, white oval base, can shine brightly  

      (# 13 part 1, 14) 

   white or red cylindrical top, white or red horizontally rectangular base, both  

      sections can shine brightly (#13 part 4) 

 

   antenna part containing 2 adjoining vertical rows of 4 lights which flash red or  

      turn off to black in continuously changing patterns (# 13 part 1, 14) 

   flipped somewhat-elliptical circular disk: white on its front side with a small  

     dark center, flipped to its much larger appearing back side with swirling red  

     energy sectors and a smaller center  (# 2 part 1) 

   two red circles slowly flying at tree-level with a vague, large oblong form  

     behind them (# 13 part 2) 

   a red complexly formed UFO slowly flying at tree-level with a vague, very  

     long, cigar-shaped form behind it (# 13 part 4) 

 

what they did 

 

their tell-tale maneuvers in the sky during single flight 

 

   abrupt, acute-angled turns at undiminished speed (# 2 part 2)  

   flying, stopping, flying (# 16) 

   sudden shifts in course to both sides, then returning to the straight course  

       (# 10)  

 

their maneuvers in the sky as a coordinated pair 

 

   a pair flying strictly parallel to each other (# 2 part 2, 17) 

   a pair flying loosely parallel (# 5) 

   a pair flying loosely parallel, with fast, coordinated, interweaving variations  

      (# 3) 

   a grey ellipse-shaped pair, each with a surrounding soft white elliptical field  

      and a bridge connecting these fields - flying parallel, within an elongated,  

      apparently manipulated atmospheric field both before and behind them  



      (# 17) 

   two pairs flying parallel, two layers of energy-fields surrounding each  

      individual, the outer layer locked together in each pair, with each pair flying  

      its own parallel course (# 4)  

 

 their behaviour while standing still/hovering very low 

 

    flying low above a field, hovering, and flying off again (# 11 detail a + b) 

    hovering near the ground, disappearing, shifting shape and hovering in the 

       air nearby, disappearing again, a possible occupant running away (#9) 

    hovering in one tree-level place for half an hour or more  (# 14) 

    hovering low above a field, shifting forms and colors many times, shifting to   

      nearby locations, for half an hour or more (# 13 part 1) 

   

 


